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Abstract: Experimental resul ts from the ISX-B tokamak (major radius R =0.93 m,

minor radius a=0.26 m, plasma current I p 230 kA, elongation K=1.1-1.6, toroidal

field B.<1.5 T, density ne<1.1x1020 m"31 neut ra l - beam power Pb<2.5 HW) at

volume-averaged beta (<&>) values up to 2.5? are described. Two aspects of

these studies are presented: 1)empirical scaling of beta and of confinement

time, and 2)MH!) equilibrium analysis of ISX-B plasmas. The main points which

are made are, respectively: 1)Global confinement time t r exhibits a strong
3/2 t

positive dependence on plasma current ( I p ) , a negative dependence on beam
-2/3

power (Pb ) , l i t t l e or no dependence on <$> or density, and no correlation
with variations in the observed (m=1;n=1 dominated) MHD ac t iv i ty . 2)Profile
analysis i s coupled with an MHD equilibrium solver to obtain a model of the
plasma consistent with profile, magnetic probe, and soft x~ray data, and with
the boundary conditions imposed by the poloidal coil currents.

1. Introduction

The ISX-B tokamak is designed to investigate the beta l imits of tokatnaks
and plasma behavior near these l imits . Two cc—directional 40 keV, 1.5 MW ORNL
neutral beam injectors, providing >90S of the to ta l power to the plasma, are

used in these studies. In i n i t i a l experiments1 i t was found that the increase
of <£> with Pb was much weaker than l inear, based on a broad survey of the
device's operating space (although limited to circular plasmas). This implies
a progressive deterioration in energy confinement, but not necessarily a "beta
limit" imposed by i n s t ab i l i t i e s . In th is paper we <liscuss the next phase of
these Studies, Which has focussed on detailed understanding of the mechanisms
governing confinement, especially the aforementioned deterioration, through
systematic scaling experiments and refined analysis techniques.

2. Scaling Experiments ,

Using poloidal magnetic measurements2 for convenience, we have obtained /ifcM?
minim GF THIS m^ihi ;c „..••*.• i
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3/2 1/3 2
the empirical scaling law <0> « I p Ph /B.(1 + <2) . Ihis may be expressed in

* " 3/2 ~2/3

terms of a global confinement time xc = (We+W.+W-)/Pfa « Ip pfa (W_ * ^ are'

the electron, ion, and fast ion energy contents; i£ approximates the more

conventional definition of TE since Wf << Wg+Wi and Pb » PQH in these

experiments). The B. and Ip dependences, and ng independence, were established

in single-parameter scans, i . e . , one parameter was varied while the others were

kept fixed. For example, the l | / 2 dependence of <g> i s demonstrated in an

Ip scan from 65-190 kA, as shown in fig. 1.

In B. scans covering 0.75-1.5 T, g and T £ remained constant, while <0>

varied by a factor of ~4. Ihis indicates that TE does not depend on <B> but i t

does not preclude a dependence on pp ( in fact, Tg <= Ip /2g~2 i s consistent with

the empirical scaling). The MHD activity, as observed by Mirnov loops and soft

xray detector arrays, underwent substantial qualitative and quantitative

changes in these experiments, consistent with the large variation in safety

factor, as shown in fig. 2. The observed signals are a consequence of an

instability that is best described as a g distortion of the (ra=1;n=1) mode

, hich drives many other helicities through toroidal and nonlinear coupling3;

hwvever, the experiment shows that confinement is not governed by this

phenomenon.

3. MHD Equilibrium Analysis

MHO equilibrium analysis has been coupled with the traditional profile

analysis of ISX-B discharges in order 1)to obtain a mapping of the magnetic

surfaces, including variations cf the shift and elongation, consistent with

high-g configurations, and 2)to provide the most accurate model possible for

theoretical stability analyses. A variational moments technique is used to

solve the Grad-Shafranov equation1*, with the boundary specified by the poloidal

magnetic probe measurements and the pressure profile by Thomson scattering,

charge exchange, and FIR interferometer data, together with classical fast ion

calculations. The toroidal current profile I(p) (p=r/a) mu3t also be

specified; the choice is important for stability analysis since It directly

determines the q profile. While more direct measurements are not available,

there do exist data directly related to I(p): the location of the q=1 surface

from soft xray array data, and moments of the toroidal current distribution5

obtained from magnetic data. He construct the profile in such a way that the

calculated equilibrium agrees, with these data. As a check, the external



multipole fields required to sustain the resulting configuration are calculated

and compared with the actual fields provided by the poloidal field coils.

To illustrate this technique for choosing I(p), we consider a moderate-

beta case, where the plasma current was kept constant for —80 ms to allow time

for penetration. Figure 3 illustrates the pressure profile, along with the

midplane current density (j.) and q profiles used to model this case; Table I
r

shows that parameters calculated from this equilibrium agree well with those

obtained from the magnetic data. Figure 3 further indicates that the assumed

current profile corresponds very nearly to that obtained assuming a resistive

equilibrium, i.e. RE. constant over the cross section.

4. Conclusions

Confinement scaling observed in ISX-B exhibits a strong dependence on Ip

and none on ne, in contrast to that for ohmically heated plasmas (e.g.

"Alcatoc scaling"). The observed deterioration with beam power is still

unexplained, but the (ra=1 ;n=1)-dominated MHD modes and beam ion losses appear

to be ruled out. Resistive pressure driven modes and plasma rotation effects

remain candidates and are currently under investigation. Profile analysis

consistent with MHD equilibrium is done so as to properly incorporate high beta

geometrical effects such as Shafranov shift and varying elongation. Despite a

lack of direct current profile measurements, information from magnetic and soft

xray data can be invoked to reduce the uncertainty.
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Fig. 1. Results for I p scan.
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Table I
Equilibrlua Paraaeters
kA. B = 1 . 2 2 T, •

«p=1.74. tfi.1.

Measured

a.
*ca 4.46
ca -9.56

Multipole fielas:
Vertical C 629
Cuidrupole G/a 291

Poloidal coii currents:
Inner kA 10.0
Outer kA 1S.T
Shaping fcA 0

Global Torce
8p * V 2

a. y *3giKY ]

balance:
1.96

i iT_! I / J > , uhcre

:x1.«

V%.5

Model

-9.35

640
299

9.9
15.9
0.1

2.29
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